Role of the hinge peptide and the intersubunit interface in the swapping of N-termini in dimeric bovine seminal RNase.
Bovine seminal ribonuclease (BS-RNase) is the only known dimeric enzyme characterized by an equilibrium between two different 3D structures: MxM, with exchange (or swapping) of the N-terminal 1-20 residues, and M=M, without exchange. As a consequence, the hinge region 16-22 has a different tertiary structure in the two forms. In the native protein, the equilibrium ratio between MxM and M=M is about 7 : 3. Kinetic analysis of the swapping process for a recombinant sample shows that it folds mainly in the M=M form, then undergoes interconversion into the MxM form, reaching the same 7 : 3 equilibrium ratio. To investigate the role of the regions that are most affected structurally by the swapping, we expressed variant proteins by replacing two crucial residues with the corresponding ones from RNase A: Pro19, within the hinge peptide, and Leu28, located at the interface between subunits. We compared the structural properties of the monomeric forms of P19A-BS-RNase, L28Q-BS-RNase and P19A/L28Q-BS-RNase variants with those of the parent protein, and investigated the exchange kinetics of the corresponding dimers. The P19A mutation slightly increases the thermal stability of the monomer, but it does not alter the swapping tendency of the dimer. In contrast, the L28Q mutation significantly affects both the dimerization and swapping processes but not the thermal stability of the monomer. Overall, these results suggest that the structural determinants that control the exchange of N-terminal arms in BS-RNase may not be located within the hinge peptide, and point to a crucial role of the interface residues.